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SUMMARY

The Time2Sport sports management system provides a comprehensive solution for sports clubs, associations and sports communities, covering the entire spectrum of activities performed by
sports organisations.

The service modules offered by Time2Sport can easily be adjusted to customer needs. We offer solutions tailored to the needs of
every sports association, club or sports community, regardless of
their size or complexity.

Time2Sport provides the most efficient support ever to the heads of
sports organisations and sports facilities in carrying out their duties
to the highest professional standard. Focusing on the basic activities of a sports organisation, our system provides a working environment for both staff as well as sportsmen and women that efficiently
supports their everyday work. The resources and capacities freed
up by using the system can reduce the operating and maintenance
costs of the organisation.

The modular structure of the system makes it easy for sports organisations to plan the range of services they require. The services within
the different modules can be further adjusted and scaled to meet
individual needs.

Customer experience shows that Time2Sport can significantly boost
the revenues of sports organisations, improve their operating security and enhance the quality of the sports services provided by them.
Our solution simplifies administration, the management of finances, and last but not least, professional work in sports. Our IT system
makes complex workflow processes transparent and easy to control,
thereby facilitating the management of the sports organisation. Operating along the agile and simplified processes ensured by Time2Sport enhances the satisfaction of employees and athletes, as well
as their loyalty to the sports organisation.
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SERVICE MODULES IN TIME2SPORT
Membership and eligibility management
Management of the personal data and authorisation of external and
internal groups, partner companies, partner organisations, members
and staff belonging to the sports organisation, as well as of trainers,
professional teams, sportsmen and women, parents and relatives of
sports groups and teams.

•• Edit the organisational structure online
•• Create external or internal groups
•• Compile teams per sports season
•• Manage the data of staff, athletes, parents and relatives
•• Manage the authorisation of groups and members
•• Create default contact network of members, find, initiate,
create and delete contacts

Integrated training support system
Track the work and achievements of sportsmen and women online.
Maintain direct contact with staff, athletes, parents and relatives.
Plan and publish team training programmes for sports seasons.
Record and check training plans, individual evaluations and absences, subject to authorisation.

•• Plan training programmes centrally
(venues, participants, dates)
•• Check capacities of resources allocated to training
sessions on an ongoing basis (compatibility check)
•• Compile individual training plan, prepare training logs,
manage documents
•• Put together statistics, track development
•• Record and summarise absences
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•• Check payment of sports fees (membership fees,
subscriptions)
•• Maintain direct contact with staff, sportsmen and women,
parents and relatives

Health register, follow-up assessment
and monitoring of athletes
Document, store and retrieve survey and test results related to sport
health. Record sports medical certificates, document health status
of sportsmen and women, record and retrieve diagnostic reports.
Compile and analyse sports performance diagnostic results and
sports psychology assessments. Prepare and forward evaluation
forms centrally for athletes, checking their completion. Monitor and
analyse the performance of sportsmen and women at competitions
and matches, talent scouting.
•• Record sports medical certificates
•• Store data from sport health surveys
•• Monitor fitness levels, compile statistics
•• Archive regular medical reports
•• Compile and forward evaluation forms for sportsmen and
women centrally
•• Collection of evaluation forms for athletes, publication for
authorised persons (sportsmen and women, parents)
•• Monitor athletes, talent scouting
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Membership fee collection, sale of occasional
and seasonal tickets
Collect and check sports fees as membership fees and subscriptions.
Cash and online payments, debt monitoring and recovery. Automatic restriction, suspension or banning of access to services in the
event of non-payment. Forward financial documents and invoices
online or offline to the accounting system of the sports organisation.
Book revenues to organisational units.
•• Manage membership fees and subscriptions
•• Manage foundation aid
•• Cash and e-payments
•• Mobile payments
•• Ticket office accounting system
•• Automatic monitoring and recovery of debts
•• Automatic authorisation, restriction or banning
of access to services
•• Issue and archiving of NAV-compliant invoices
•• Forward financial documents to the accounting system
•• Book revenues to organisational units
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Reservation of sports facilities and ticket management
Collect facility usage fees and track or court fees, book capacities
online, even using mobile phones. Automatic approval, restriction
or banning of access authorisation to services. Create tickets for
events and functions, and allocate them to ticket offices.
•• Online reservations of sports facilities, even using
your mobile phone
•• Manage one-off and regular bookings, track or court rentals
•• Create blocks of events and tickets and allocate
them to ticket offices
•• Ticket sales in real-time or settled subsequently
•• Prepare and analyse ticket and subscription sales statistics
•• Manage and forward financial documents
to the accounting system
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Integrated entrance system
Create an access control system using entry passes, or even with contactless access using a smart phone, managed by the sports management system. Manage the authorisation of group and member
access online. Manage access zones and entry periods online. Automatically extend access authorisation of entry passes after payment
of sports fees. Restrict or ban access rights in the event of arrears.
Manage authorisations centrally using mobile identification (fingerprint or PIN code).
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•• Install or convert access control gates and barriers
•• Integrate the access control system with the sports
management system
•• Install a web-based reception terminal displaying visitors
entering
•• Personalisation station supporting self-registration
by mobile phone
•• Contactless access with entry card or mobile phone
•• QR code-based access with entry ticket or mobile phone
•• Entry without identification using biometric identification,
for example (changing rooms, swimming pools)
•• Complete control and transparency based on central
authorisation management

Internal communication (email, chat, sms)
Support internal communication among staff, trainers, athletes,
relatives. Forward circular letters to specific groups, organisations.
Create and forward interactive circular letters, process replies online.
Forward urgent messages in texts, also for groups. Use online chat
for efficient internal communication.
•• Efficient club communication
•• Webmail services
•• Forward group messages, invitations and surveys
•• Interactive group messages
•• Web-based text services
•• Web-based chat services
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Editing of news portals, content services

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SOLUTION

Edit and publish public content in chief editor system. Publish content
recorded by editors, subject to approval of chief editor. Install and set
up LED displays with news editing programme.

The implementation always starts with a comprehensive needs assessment to select the services and software modules necessary to
develop the system. Thereafter a project plan is drawn up, specifying
the deadlines, standards and budget in advance to ensure a successful
implementation.

•• News portal with up-to-date information
•• Edit news, publish photos and videos
•• Display results, training and competitions on LED display

The solutions we propose for our clients are drawn up using work
processes tried and tested across the industry.
Time2Sport is an intuitive and user-friendly solution that does not
require any lengthy training or continuous training support. We guarantee a top quality service and complete customer satisfaction by
fully complying with KPI and SLA requirements.
Our service package is competitively priced, flexible to meet customer
needs and the prices are transparent.
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SMART PHONES INSTEAD OF CARDS
•• Record and summarise absences
We drew on our many years of experience in the profession to create our mobile card app aligned with the sports portal, bearing the
latest technologies in mind. This is a mobile app suitable for both
Android and iOS devices that enables users to access services that
are easy to use.
The mobile card has been designed to perform multiple tasks at
the same time. Depending on their authorisation level, users can
use their mobiles as a biometric identification device, an entry card
or as a bank card.
The solution supports the payment of membership fees, ticket and
subscription purchases as well as the rental of tracks or courts for
groups through a mobile phone. Once purchased, mobile cards
enable their holders to pass through access points via the contactless use of the card reader, just like using an entry card.
One significant new feature is that many modules of the sports
management system, previously available only through laptops,
are now available by mobile phone as well. This enables trainers,
for example, to record training plans and individual evaluations on
their mobiles as well, to keep in touch with colleagues, athletes
and their relatives.
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LOGGING INTO PERSONAL ACCOUNT

ENTERING THROUGH ACCESS POINTS

Ever-increasing security requirements are
met by a central eligibility system that enables identification even via real-time biometric data.

The mobile app recognises access points
from a distance of 10 to 15 m and vibrates to
alert the user if they are close enough. Then
the user should touch the card reader with
their mobile phone (mobile card). The app is
capable of controlling the access points authorised for the user through an encrypted
channel even in the absence of an internet
connection.

Staff performing confidential tasks can access their personal accounts in the sports
portal only by using their mobile phones.
Mobile phones equipped with fingerprint
reader can grant access with a single touch,
in every other case the PIN code to unlock
the screen should be used. It is important
to point out that the system does not store
user PIN codes or biometric data, such information is known only to the operating system of the mobile phone.
Secure access can be granted even in the
absence of a mobile internet connection.
In this case the system texts a confirmation
code valid for 10 minutes, which is required
to grant access to the user’s mobile phone
number. Entering the correct code will give
immediate access to the user.
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Card readers can also sense traditional entry
cards in addition to mobile cards, so either
can be used.
Our access control system is suitable for controlling barriers that can sense a registered
vehicle approaching. Once the required
proximity is reached the mobile app gives a
sound alert and displays the barrier, which
can immediately be opened from the mobile
phone. The fee-paying parking module of
our mobile card system, capable of issuing
invoices and receipts, enables online payments and gate control. The related financial
module automatically issues the financial
documents and forwards them to the accounting system, in real-time if necessary.

ONE-TOUCH PAYMENTS
In addition to granting access, the mobile card
app also enables mobile payments if the bank
card used to pay was previously registered in
the app. Registration and transactions take
place using OTP Simple.
Upon payment, the seller allocates the payable amount to the mobile payment terminal
we developed, which can be displayed on the
customer’s own mobile phone with a single
touch. If the payment is successful, a receipt
with the transaction data is printed.
In the mobile payment system parents can
share their bank cards with their children, setting a daily limit. In this case, children who do
not have a bank card of their own can use their
own mobile phones to pay in the cafeterias,
restaurants and at vending machines of the
sports facilities without needing any cash.
Athletes and their parents obliged to pay a
membership fee can also pay such fees using
the mobile application. If membership fees are
paid on a monthly basis, users can also set up
monthly transfers. In this case, on the given
day of the month the system texts the user to
remind them of the due payment, which is implemented automatically if approved.
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ABOUT US
We are a versatile Hungarian IT service provider with several years of
experience in providing infocommunication services. We have developed our services with communities and organisations providing for
all sorts of users in mind. We have designed our own solutions in areas
such as banking, healthcare, education and sports.
Over the past few years we have begun to focus on sports. We are
pleased to support several prestigious sports divisions, clubs and
associations in their work, thereby contributing to their success.

www.time2sport.hu

CONTACT
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www.time2sport.hu

